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Safety Notes
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical 
instructions as follows:

Important information that should not be overlooked.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal 
injury or environmental contamination. 
 
Une procédure ou une alerte de processus qui, si elle n’est pas strictement ob-
servée, indique un risqué potential de blessure sérieuse d’une personne ou une 
contamination environmentale.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage to 
the equipment. 
 
Une procédure de fonctionnement ou une situation qui, si elle n’est pas stricte-
ment observée, indique une risqué potential de blessure mineure ou modérée 
d’une personne ou un dommage d’equipement.

Burn hazard. Hot surface. Do not touch, allow to cool before servicing.

AVERTISSEMENT

ATTENTION

vi   |   5100P TDLAS Analyzer
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Electrical Safety

Hazardous voltages may be present in the analyzer enclosure when power is ap-
plied to the system. Always shut down power source(s) before performing main-
tenance or troubleshooting. Only a qualified electrician should make electrical 
connections and ground checks. 
 
Des tensions dangereuses peuvent être présentes dans l’analyseur de loge-
ment lorsque l’alimentation est appliquée au système. Arrêtez toujours sources 
d’énergie avant d’effectuer l’entretien ou le dépannage. Seul un électricien quali-
fié doit faire les connexions électriques et contrôles au sol.

Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer can 
impair the safety protection originally provided by the equipment. Follow all 
instructions and warnings in this guide. 
 
Toute utilisation de l’équipement d’une façon non spécifiée par le fabricant peut 
nuire à la protection de sécurité initialement offert par l’équipement.

EXPLOSION HAZARD 
Substitution of components can impair suitability for explosive atmosphere use. 
 
RISQUE D’EXPLOSION 
Le remplacement de composants peut nuire à l’aptitude à l’utilisation en  
atmosphère explosive.

EXPLOSION HAZARD 
DO NOT connect USB or charger unless the surrounding area is verified to be non-
hazardous. 
 
RISQUE D’EXPLOSION 
Avant de connectex USB ou alimentation electrique, s’assureer que 
l’emplacement est designe non dangereux.

If the vent on the rear of the instrument becomes damaged, it must be replaced 
before further use of the instrument.

AVERTISSEMENT

AVERTISSEMENT

AVERTISSEMENT

AVERTISSEMENT
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Sample Gas Safety

Potential hazards presented by the Sample gas should be taken into consider-
ation before connecting the sample to the analyzer.

• Personal protective equipment (PPE) and proper ventilation must be used if 
the Sample gas is toxic, flammable, or corrosive.

• Check the sample line and all connections for leaks before introducing pro-
cess gas.

• Consult your Plant Safety Personnel for appropriate exhaust-venting guide-
lines for the specific sample-gas type.

Les dangers potentiels de l’échantillon de gaz devraient prendre en considération 
avant de brancher l’échantillon jusqu’à l’analyseur.

• Équipement de protection individuelle et une ventilation adéquate doivent 
servir si l’échantillon de gaz est toxiques, inflammables ou corrosifs.

• Consultez l’exemple de ligne et tous les raccords d’étanchéité avant 
l’introduction du gaz de processus.

• Consulter le personnel de sécurité usine pour connaître les instructions venti-
lation d’échappement approprié pour le type de gaz échantillon spécifique.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Read and follow the recommendations in this section to avoid performance 
variations or damage to the internal circuits of this equipment when installed in 
harsh electrical environments.

AVERTISSEMENT
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Warning Labels
These symbols may appear on the instrument to alert you of existing conditions.

Protective Conductor Terminal 
(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION) 
Schutzerde

Caution – Risk of electric shock 
(ATTENTION – RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE) 
Achtung – Hochspannung Lebensgefahr

Caution – Refer to accompanying documents 
(ATTENTION – SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS) 
Achtung – Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente

CAUTION – Hot Surface 
(ATTENTION – SURFACE CHAUDE) 
Achtung – Heiße Oberfläche

DANGER – LASER LIGHT WHEN OPEN. AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE. 

Environmental Information – WEEE
This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some 
cases the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environ-
ment or human health. In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the 
environment and to conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you 
arrange to recycle this product when it reaches its “end of life.”

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a 
municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is 
a reminder to dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and 
been removed from service. Metals, plastics, and other components are recyclable and 
you can do your part by doing one of the following steps:

• When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your 
local or regional waste collection administration for recycling.

• If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, 
contact us through our Customer Support page at https://www.
ametekpi.com/customersupport/requestsupport. 

Contents   |   ix
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Overview

The AMETEK 5100P Analyzer is a tunable diode laser spectrometer (TDLS), 
which has been designed to measure the concentration of the analyte of inter-
est in a gas-phase sample. As an optical technique, tunable diode laser absorp-
tion spectroscopy (TDLAS) has many significant advantages over other meth-
ods of measurement that are based on the use of chemical sensors or physical 
separation techniques, including:

• High sensitivity

• Specificity for analyte

• Exceptional accuracy

• No consumables (e.g., dryers, replacement sensors, etc.)

• Rapid response

• Fast recovery from an over-range condition

• Long life

Within the 5100P, a tunable diode laser (TDL) is used to produce energy at a 
very specific wavelength which the analyte of interest’s molecules strongly 
absorb. The radiant energy produced by the TDL passes through the Sample 
gas, and any analyte molecules present in the gas stream will absorb a fraction 
of this energy. By measuring the fraction of the radiant energy absorbed by the 
Sample gas, the concentration of the analyte in the sample can be determined.

Measurements can be made in a variety of units, depending on the applica-
tion for which the 5100P has been configured. Refer to analyte-specific 5100P 
Analyzer Manual Supplements, which include measurement units for different 
applications.

Figure 1-1.  
5100P Analyzer, front view.

Shoulder Carrying 
Strap Connection

Shoulder Carrying 
Strap Connection

Handle with Grip 
and End Cap
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Concentration Measurements

After the 5100P Analyzer has been powered up, the Sample gas supply line can 
be connected to the optional 5100P Sample Conditioning Panel, or directly 
to the 5100P Gas Analyzer, where it begins measuring the Sample gas. For 
information on the concentration measurement units for the analyte being 
measured, refer to the analyte-specific Manual Supplement, shipped with the 
5100P Analyzer.

About the AMETEK Sample Conditioning Panel

The 5100P Analyzer uses an integrated Sample Conditioning Panel to reduce 
the possibility of over-pressurizing the Measuring Cell and to remove unwant-
ed contaminants from the measuring cycle. The 5100P can operate without 
this Sample Conditioning Panel in Class I, Division 2 areas.

To maintain ATEX-IECEx certification requirements, do not operate the 
5100P Analyzer without the AMETEK-supplied Sample Conditioning 
Panel in ATEX-IECEx hazardous locations.

The major components of the integrated sample system and their functions 
are illustrated in Figure 1-2 and described in Chapter 2. 

Figure 1-2.2.  
5100P Sample Panel 
component layout (Standard 
250 PSIG version shown).

FI
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TOP VIEW
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REGULATOR

GENIE FILTER

DRAIN VALVE
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MAX PANEL INLET PRESSURE:  250 PSI
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Communicating With the Analyzer

The analyzer offers communication with the analyzer via its integrated Display 
User Interface, or using the 5100P Application Software option installed on a 
desktop or laptop computer (via USB connection). Both communication meth-
ods are described in Chapter 3.

Arrow Keys

Escape Key

Enter Key

On/Off Key

Figure 1-3. 
5100P User Interface Panel.
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Working in This Manual

Read this manual and any application-specific Manual Supplement(s) shipped 
with your analyzer before operating the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer. Failure to 
do so, or using it in a manner not specified in this manual or any supporting 
documents, may reduce the protection against fire, electrical shock, and injury 
originally provided by this equipment. Failure to follow the connection and 
start-up instructions may void the instrument’s warranty.

This manual describes system functions and capabilities, instructions and pro-
cedures to work on the analyzer, and analyzer specifications. It also contains 
important safety information with operational warnings.

While working in this manual, icons in the page margins represent various 
kinds of information that serve as reminders or extra information about the 
topic, or navigation information when working on the analyzer from the ana-
lyzer User Interface or the 5100P Application Software.

 Reminder icon: 
These reminders indicate related information about the topic, certain actions that 
are necessary before continuing with the current procedure, or information that is 
recommended by AMETEK. See example at left.

 User Interface or 5100P Application Software Navigation icon: 
While working from the User Interface or the Application Software, use these 
navigational aids to quickly access software screens. See example at left while 
navigating from the User Interface HOME screen to the CLOCK/YEAR configuration 
screen. See also “Communicating With the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer Via the User 
Interface” and “Communicating With the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer Via the 5100P 
Application Software” in Chapter 3.

Supplemental Information – Where Can I Find It?

AMETEK 5100P Analyzers can be configured to measure a variety of analytes. 
Each 5100P is shipped from the factory pre-configured to measure the applica-
tion-specific analyte with a defined stream composition, based on information 
provided by the end user. While this manual offers standard information about 
the analyzer, it does not discuss specific analytes or stream compositions, con-
centration measurement or units, or analyte-application specifications.

Instead, this application-specific information is included in self-contained 
documents called Manual Supplements that describe and illustrate (where 
required) operation and maintenance procedures, and specifications, for vari-
ous analytes. This Supplemental Information is contained in a Documentation 
Package folder shipped with the analyzer.

Example: 
See “5100P Analyzer 
Specifications” in Chapter 5.

Example: 
HOME screenCONFIG 
CLOCKYEAR

1-4  |  5100P TDLAS Analyzer
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Connecting and Starting Up the 5100P

Safety Considerations

Before connecting, operating, or servicing the AMETEK 5100P Analyzer 
and before powering it up, review and follow all safety information 
following the Table of Contents near the beginning of this manual, in 
this chapter, and in the 5100P Analyzer Manual Supplements shipped 
with the system. This information describes procedures to follow to 
avoid personal injury and/or damage to the equipment. All regulatory 
agency and personnel safety procedures for your jurisdiction must be 
followed.

The connection and operation of the analyzer must be in accordance 
with all of the customer and local regulatory standards and pro-
cedures. There are no operator-serviceable components inside the 
analyzer. Refer all servicing to qualified personnel.

Ensure the area is safe for the operation of this equipment.

Ensure all personnel performing work with the analyzer and Sample 
gas stream are familiar with all applicable safe handling procedures.

Ensure all required Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is appropri-
ately used.

Ensure the Sample gas stream is properly connected to the analyzer. 
 
Ensure the Drain Valve connection on the Sample Panel and the Outlet 
(Exhaust) fitting on the analyzer are connected to a safe venting point 
that is at atmospheric pressure.

Connecting and Starting Up the 5100P  |  2-1
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Pre-Installation Requirements

Storage Prior to Installation

If the analyzer is stored for any period of time prior to installation, store it in its 
shipping case, in an environment where it is not subject to dripping or splash-
ing liquids, corrosive gases, high humidity, or excessive heat or cold. Recom-
mended storage conditions include:

Temperature: -20 to +50 °C (-4 to 122 °F)
Relative Humidity: <90 %

Failure to comply with these storage conditions will void your warranty.

Uncrating and Inspecting the Analyzer

Open the shipping and storage case the 5100P Analyzer is shipped in and 
inspect the instrument for damage. If equipment is damaged, notify the carrier 
and contact AMETEK Service (https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/
requestsupport) immediately if parts are missing or damage is found, and to 
verify if damaged parts will require replacement prior to safely connecting and 
operating the analyzer.

Tools, Equipment, and Supplies Required to 
Connect and Prepare the 5100P for Operation

To prepare the analyzer for operation you need the following tools, equip-
ment, and supplies:

• Set of open-end wrenches for fittings.

• Detergent-based leak detector (Snoop® or another suitable leak detection 
agent is permissible).

2-2  |  5100P TDLAS Analyzer
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Utilities Required for the Analyzer

• AC power connection, to charge the built-in Battery Pack (International 
Power Adaptor supplied.)

Charging the 5100P Analyzer Battery Pack

The 5100P Analyzer is designed for battery operation, and it is important to en-
sure that its Battery Pack has been fully charged prior to using the analyzer.

To charge the Battery Pack:

Charge the 5100P Analyzer only in non-hazardous locations.

1. Connect the Battery Charger cord to the Charger Port on the back of the 
5100P Analyzer. To do this, remove the Dust Cap from the Charger Port, 
and align and insert the keyed/male-threaded charger connector end into 
the Charger Port. See Figure 2-1. Tighten the connector finger tight.

Use only the AMETEK provided Battery Charger (PN 7001-874-SE), 
110 VAC–250 VAC, 47–63 Hz, input 7.35 VDC, 2 A Output.

Figure 2-1. 
5100P Battery Charger 
connection port, dust cap on.

Battery Charger Port 
(and Dust Cap)

USB Data Connection Port 
(and Dust Cap)

Enclosure Vent

Sample Panel-to-Analyzer 
Connecting Tube
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2. If required, connect the International Power Adaptor to the Battery Char-
ger’s power cord and use the appropriate line plug adapter (i.e., US, Euro-
pean, etc.) to plug the cord into a power outlet.

3. After the charger has been connected to the AC mains voltage, one of two 
LEDs will turn on:

• The YELLOW LED indicates that the charger is in Charging mode.

• The GREEN LED indicates that the charger is connected to power.

• When the Battery Pack is fully charged, the GREEN LED will be On and 
the YELLOW LED will be Off.

4. Charge the 5100P for a minimum of eight (8) hours, (or overnight, if pos-
sible) prior to operating the analyzer using its Battery Pack. This should 
provide 8-plus hours of continuous analyzer use. If required, the 5100P can 
remain connected to the charger for an indefinite period while charging.

Extending Battery Life

Because the 5100P Analyzer is designed to be operated from the internal bat-
tery pack, it is important to operate the analyzer in a manner consistent with 
obtaining maximum usable battery life between charges. If used properly, a 
fully charged battery will provide a minimum of eight (8) hours of operation. 
Consider the following measures to maximize the operational time on a fully 
charged battery:

• Turn Off the power when the analyzer is not being used to measure 
Sample gas.

• The backlight for the display will time out and turn Off automatically, ac-
cording to the Backlight Timer setting. Set the Backlight Timer to the 
shortest practical duration to avoid draining the battery. See “Changing 
the Backlight Time” in Chapter 3 for information on how to set this timer.

• Temperature extremes require extra power to run the TDL spectrometer 
circuitry.

The battery pack will last longer when the analyzer is operated at or 
near room temperature.

• Do not store the 5100P for longer than three (3) months (90 days) without 
using the analyzer, or performing a full charging cycle. Always fully charge 
the battery pack (minimum of 8 hours) prior to using the analyzer.

2-4  |  5100P TDLAS Analyzer
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5100P Analyzers With and Without a Sample Conditioning Panel

The 5100P Analyzer is typically supplied with a Sample Conditioning Panel – 
connected to the analyzer – which provides pressure reduction, filtering, and 
flow control adjustment. A Sample gas supply line is connected to the Sample 
Panel using an 1/8-inch Swagelok® compression fitting.

The 5100P Analyzer can be operated without the integrated Sample Condi-
tioning Panel supplied by AMETEK. However, certain conditions must be 
met for systems without a Sample Conditioning Panel, as described under 
“No Sample Panel” in this chapter.

At the Sample Panel Inlet, a valve is provided to isolate the analyzer from the 
sample stream. Downstream of the isolation valve, a pressure regulator is used 
to reduce the Sample gas pressure to the target operating pressure of the 
panel.

The major components of the integrated Sample Conditioning Panel and their 
functions are described below and illustrated in the Sample Panel Flow dia-
grams (Figures 2-2.1 and 2-2.2).

Component Function

Inlet Valve Use this valve to isolate the 5100P Analyzer from the Sample 
Gas stream, and to allow the flow of Sample Gas into the Sample 
Conditioning Panel.

Outlet Fitting/Panel  
Exhaust (to instrument)

Provides the Sample Gas connection point out of the Sample 
Conditioning Panel (Panel Exhaust), which flows to the Inlet port 
on the 5100P Analyzer.

Regulator Available only on the Standard Pressure Sample Conditioning 
Panel, use the regulator to reduce the Sample Gas pressure to 
the desired operating pressure of the Sample Conditioning 
Panel (typically set to 0.4–0.7 BARG/6–10 PSIG). 

Gauge Displays the pressure of the Sample Gas being delivered to the 
analyzer.

Filter This filter (membrane separator) removes any entrained 
(trapped) liquids and particulate matter from the Sample Gas 
and protects the analyzer.

Flow Meter with Valve Use this to set the Sample Gas flow to between 1–2 LPM and to 
protect the analyzer.

Drain Valve Open this valve to remove liquids and particulate matter (sepa-
rated by the Filter) from the Sample Gas, before it travels to the 
5100P where it is measured.

Typical setting is to turn the valve 1/8-turn counter-clockwise 
from the fully closed position.

Connecting and Starting Up the 5100P  |  2-5
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Standard Pressure Sample Panel (Typical Operation)

The Standard 5100P Sample Conditioning Panel (Figure 2-2.1) operates with a 
raw Sample gas pressure of 1.03–17.2 BARG (15–250 PSIG).

Downstream of the Inlet Valve, a pressure regulator is used to reduce the 
Sample gas pressure to the recommended operating pressure of the 5100P 
Analyzer (0.4–0.7 BARG [6–10 PSIG]).

The Sample gas passes through the Filter (membrane separator) to remove 
any entrained (trapped) liquids and particulate matter before the gas passes 
through the Flow Meter.

Figure 2-2.1. 
Sample Panel Flow Diagram, 
Maximum 250 PSIG (Standard 
version).
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Low Pressure Sample Panel (Optional Operation)

The Low Pressure 5100P Sample Conditioning Panel (Figure 2-2.2) operates 
with a raw Sample gas pressure of 0.06–1.03 BARG (1–15 PSIG).

Upstream of the AMETEK Sample Panel Inlet Valve, a pressure regulator (in-
stalled by customer/end user) is used to reduce the Sample gas pressure to the 
recommended operating pressure of the 5100P Gas Analyzer (0.4–0.7 BARG 
[6–10 PSIG]).

The low pressure Sample gas is passed through the Filter (membrane separa-
tor) to remove any entrained (trapped) liquids and particulate matter before 
the gas is passed through the Flow Meter.

Figure 2-2.2. 
Sample Panel Flow Diagram, 
Maximum 15 PSIG (Low 
Pressure version).
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No Sample Panel

5100P Analyzers that will be used in ATEX/IECEx Zone 2 areas must 
have an AMETEK-supplied Sample Conditioning Panel. 

When operating the 5100P Analyzer without an AMETEK-supplied Sample 
Conditioning Panel, precautions must be taken to ensure the accuracy of 
performance and reduce possible maintenance issues.

Ensure the following conditions are met:

• Sample flow rate needs to be controlled between 1–2 LPM.

• The Sample Inlet pressure must be 0.4–0.7 BARG (6–10 PSIG).

• Liquid and solid particulates must be removed from the Sample gas by us-
ing appropriate filters (supplied by Customer). AMETEK recommends using 
a 2-micron particulate filter and a filter membrane capable of removing 
any liquids, including droplets.

Failure to provide a properly conditioned Sample gas can result 
in physical damage to the 5100P and may also result in incorrect 
analyte concentration measurements.
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Connecting and Preparing the 5100P Analyzer

For normal operation, position the Sample Conditioning Panel vertically, so 
that the Inlet Valve is located at the top of the panel. The analyzer should be 
standing vertically on the supporting structure – with the User Interface dis-
play facing upward – so that the flow of Sample gas is correctly metered.

Hazardous Locations
• Do not connect the 5100P Analyzer to a computer (via the USB 

port).

• To meet Hazardous Location and Ingress Protection ratings, 
ensure the protective caps for the Battery Charger and USB Data 
Connection ports (on the 5100P Rear Panel) are securely installed 
on their respective ports.

• When working with the 5100P Analyzer in ATEX-IECEx hazardous 
locations, use only the built-in Battery Pack to power the analyzer. 
Do not connect and use the Battery Charger to supply power to 
the analyzer.

• Ensure the area is safe for the operation of this equipment.

• Ensure all personnel performing work with the analyzer and 
Sample gas stream are familiar with all applicable safe handling 
procedures.

• Ensure all required Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is being 
appropriately used.

• Ensure the drain connection of the Sample Panel and the outlet 
of the analyzer are connected to a safe venting point that is at 
atmospheric pressure.

Before connecting Sample gas and operating the 5100P Analyzer and 
its Sample Conditioning Panel, read the entire section “Introduction to 
the User Interface” in Chapter 3 to learn how to navigate through the 
screens to work on the analyzer.
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Connecting Sample Gas to the 5100P Sample Panel

Before connecting the Sample gas to the Sample Conditioning Panel and ana-
lyzer, verify the operating pressure of the Sample gas line does not exceed the 
maximum rating of the Sample Panel. Check the label on the analyzer’s Sample 
Panel to verify the maximum pressure rating for your system.

To connect the Sample gas line and operate the Sample Panel:

1. Before beginning, close the Sample Panel’s Inlet Valve to isolate the 5100P 
Sample Conditioning Panel from the sample line (see Figures 2-2.1 and 
2-2.2 for location of Inlet Valve). The Inlet Valve is closed when it is in the 
vertical position (when the 5100P is also in the vertical position).

 Systems with the Standard (1.03–17.2 BARG/15–250 PSIG) Sample 
Conditioning Panel only: 
Fully close the Regulator on the AMETEK Sample Conditioning Panel.  
(Fully clockwise = Closed.)

2. Connect the sample line to the 1/8-inch compression fitting on the Sample 
Panel’s Inlet Valve.

3. Ensure there are no leaks at this connection. Use Snoop® or another suit-
able leak detection agent to check the connections.

4. Open the main process Isolation Valve (by customer/end user) on the pro-
cess pipe to start the flow of Sample gas to the Sample Panel.

5. Open the Drain Valve 1/8-turn by turning the valve 1/8-turn counter-clock-
wise from the fully closed position.

6. Turn the Inlet Valve on the Sample Panel to the Open position.

7. Using the Regulator, adjust the sample pressure to between 0.4–0.7 BARG 
(6–10 PSIG).

8. Adjust the Flow Meter Valve to set the Sample gas flow to between 1–2 
LPM (see Figures 2-2.1 and 2-2.2 for location of Flow Meter with Valve).

9. After the flow rate of the Sample gas has stabilized to 1–2 LPM through the 
5100P, the analyzer is ready to measure the analyte concentration in the 
gas stream. See “Start-Up and Verification” in this chapter and Chapter 3 for 
information about operating the analyzer.
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Disconnecting Sample Gas From the 5100P Sample 
Panel

To disconnect the 5100P from the Sample gas stream:

1. Close the main process Isolation Valve (by customer/end user) on the pro-
cess pipe.

2. Fully open the Drain Valve on the Sample Panel. Wait one (1) minute to al-
low the Sample gas pressure to bleed down.

3. After the pressure in the panel has bled down (gauge reads zero (‘0’)), close 
the Inlet Valve on the Sample Panel. Close all other Sample Panel valves to 
ensure no contaminates enter the panel.

4. Disconnect the sample line from the 5100P Sample Panel and replace the 
caps on the exposed fittings on the Sample Panel or 5100P Analyzer.

Change the Filter Elements in the Filter (membrane separator) on a 
regular basis. Refer to Chapter 4 (Maintenance and Troubleshooting) 
for more information. 
 
Do not operate the 5100P Sample Panel with a damaged o-ring in the 
Filter Assembly.
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Start-up and Verification

Hazardous Locations 
Ensure the Dust Caps for the USB and Battery Charger ports on the 
Rear Panel connections are installed.

Ensure the Sample gas stream is properly connected to the analyzer.  
 
Ensure the Drain Valve connection on the Sample Panel and the Outlet 
(Exhaust) fitting on the analyzer are connected to a safe venting point 
that is at atmospheric pressure.

After the Sample Gas stream has been connected to the analyzer, the Drain 
and Exhaust lines have been connected and routed to a safe venting location, 
and the connections have been tested for leaks, the analyzer can be powered 
up and commissioned into normal operation.

To power up the 5100P Analyzer:

1. Press the Power On/Off key (  ) on the analyzer User Interface keypad. 
While the system is starting up the message “Initializing” is displayed.

2. While the laser is tuning, the message  “Searching please wait...” will be 
displayed. The start-up sequence typically takes approximately one (1) 
minute.

3. After the laser has tuned, the analyzer will be in normal operating mode 
and the User Interface will default to the HOME screen (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3. 
HOME screen.

73 PPMV
-44.8 dewC
Sampling...
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 Analyte information will begin to display on the User Interface screen (see 
Figure 2-3 for an example screen from an analyzer measuring water vapor). 

 The analyte concentration is displayed on the first line.

• If water vapor is the analyte, the Dew Point temperature (e.g., dewC) is 
displayed on the second line.

• For most applications, the factory default setting for the analyte con-
centration units is parts per million by volume (PPMV). Other options 
for this setting can be configured in the Units menu.
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User Interface/5100P Application Software

Before working from the User Interface or 5100P Application Software, 
read the entire section titled “Introduction to the User Interface” to learn 
how to navigate through the screens to work on the analyzer.

The AMETEK 5100P TDLAS Analyzer is equipped with an easy-to-navigate, local 
User Interface, which allows you to perform basic functions such as for setting 
Concentration Alarm high and low setpoints, choosing Units of measure-
ment, and configuring various system parameters. The 5100P Application 
Software offers expanded capability and functionality. Information for both 
communication options is described in this chapter.
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Communicating With the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer Via the User 
Interface Panel

To perform basic functions on the AMETEK 5100P TDLAS Analyzer, such as 
setting Concentration Alarm high and low setpoints or configuring various 
system parameters, you can work directly from the analyzer’s User Interface. 

Introduction to the User Interface Panel

The 5100P User Interface consists of two areas:

• A 20-character by 4-line LCD display with white LED backlight. The display 
allows you to view the live value of the analyte being measured, perform 
basic setup functions, and to log data. 

• A 19-key keypad (which includes the Power On/Off key). The keypad con-
sists of the following keys:

Key Description

0–9 Use the Numeric keys 0–9 to enter numerical data.

• Use the Decimal (‘•’) key to enter a decimal character.

– Use the Minus (‘–’) key to enter a negative number.

Arrows Use the Arrow keys to view Sub-Menu items from the Main Menu and to 
navigate on screens to select parameters that you wish to change.

 Press the Enter (‘ ’) key to access the Main Menu, Sub-Menu items 
(when it is selected), and the parameters within the sub-menus. Also, 
press the Enter key to save any changes you make to Concentration 
Alarm and other system Configuration operating parameters.

Esc Press the Escape key to discard any changes you make to operating 
parameters, but only before they have been saved. Also, press 
Escape to back out of the sub-menus and return to the HOME screen.

 Press the Power On/Off key to Power Up/Power Down the 5100P 
Analyzer.

Arrow Keys

Escape Key

Enter Key

On/Off Key
Figure 3-1. 
5100P TDLAS Analyzer  
User Interface Panel.
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Working From the User Interface

While working from the User Interface, the following rules apply:

• The HOME screen displays the live analyte concentration value and unit, 
and any Alarm messages that have been triggered by the system.

• From the Main Menu screen, the selected menu item has opening and 
closing parentheses on either side [e.g., (       ALARM       )]. See Figure 3-2.

• From the HOME screen, navigate through the Main Menu screen and 
Sub-Menu screens by pressing the ENTER key (  ). The desired menu or 
sub-menu must be selected. 

• For Sub-Menu items with multiple parameters, select the Sub-Menu item 
and press  . Then, use the Up and Down arrow keys to scroll through the 
parameter selections.

• The ALARM and CONFIG menus allow you to choose sub-menu items and 
additional lower-level parameters that can be changed. Certain parameters 
require numerical inputs, while others have pre-defined selections to choose 
from.

 To make a change to a parameter value (i.e., screen displays “NEW?  _”, use 
the numeric keys to enter the new value, and then press  .

 To make a change to a parameter value that has pre-defined selections (i.e., 
in the UNITS sub-menu), use the Up and Down arrow keys to view and 
select the desired option, and then press  . Use care when changing 
Units, as the system will not ask you to confirm this change.

• From all screens, press Esc to return to the previous screen, until the HOME 
screen is displayed.

• If you see screens that are not illustrated or described in this manual, do 
not attempt to make any changes on the screens. Instead, press the    
key to power down the analyzer, then press it again to restart the analyzer 
and continue with normal operations.

Figure 3-2. 
Menu screen, showing selected 
item in parentheses.

         MENU

(       ALARM        )
        CONFIG

ALARM menu item selected

If you repeatedly see 
screens that are not included 
in this manual, contact 
AMETEK Service and Support 
for assistance. 
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5100P Analyzer User Interface Menu Map

Use the 5100P Analyzer User Interface Menu Map to help you navigate 
through the sub-menus of each of the two main menus.

Figure 3-3 
5100P TDLAS Analyzer User 
Interface Menu Map.

Main Screen Alarm

Config

Concentration Low Limit

High Limit

PPMV

Clock

Lb/mmscf

mg/nm3

Units

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

Second

Minute

Hour

Day

Month

Year

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

dewF *

dewC *

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

Contrast

New?<Value>

New?<Value>

Press UP/Press Down

Sample Log Time

Backlight Time

Percent

* Dewpoint units are only available for water vapor applications.
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Working From the HOME Screen

The 5100P Analyzer can be configured to enable concentration alarm mes-
sages. These messages are visible on the display and are also recorded in the 
data log. Use the following steps to set alarm limits.

When the 5100P is first powered up, it will complete its initialization sequence, 
following by completing its laser tuning. After the start-up sequence is com-
plete (approximately one (1) minute), the analyzer begins normal operating 
mode and the User Interface will default to the HOME screen (Figure 3-4 illus-
trates an example screen from an analyzer measuring water vapor).

Figure 3-4. 
HOME screen.

73 PPMV
-44.8 dewC
Sampling...
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Figure 3-5.1. 
MENU screen, ALARM  
sub-menu selected.

         MENU

(       ALARM        )
        CONFIG

Figure 3-5.2. 
ALARM CONCENTRATION  
HI/LO LIMIT sub-menu.

   CONCENTRATION

(      LO LIMIT        )
       HI LIMIT  

Working From the Menu Screen

Working from the 5100P Analyzer User Interface MENU screen is limited to two 
options, one for editing alarm concentration setpoints, and one for configur-
ing analyzer and application parameters. To select a menu item, use the Up or 
Down arrow key to toggle between the two options. The parentheses indicate 
the selected item.

Editing Alarm Concentration Low/High Setpoints

The 5100P can be changed to enable concentration alarm messages. These 
messages will be displayed on the User Interface screen and  recorded in the 
Data Log.

To set alarm limits: 

1. From the HOME screen, press the Enter key to view the MENU screen. The 
menu items ALARM and CONFIG are displayed. The default selection is 
ALARM.

2. Press Enter to view the ALARM CONCENTRATION screen, then press  
Enter again to view the HI/LO LIMIT sub-menu.
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4. Use the Numeric keys to enter the new LO LIMIT value and press Enter to 
save the change and return to the HI/LO LIMIT sub-menu.

 Or, press Esc to discard the changes and retain the existing values.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 to change the HI LIMIT value.

Figure 3-5.3. 
LO LIMIT CONCENTRATION 
screen.

   CONCENTRATION
(      LO LIMIT        )
      0.0 PPMV  
NEW?  _

3. Use the Up or Down arrow key to select LO LIMIT and press Enter to view 
the Edit mode screen.
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3. To view other items (Contrast, Backlight Time, Sample Log Time), press 
the Up or Down arrow key.

4. Locate the parameter you wish to change and press Enter to enable Edit 
mode.

Certain CONFIG sub-menu items require numerical inputs, while others 
have pre-defined selections to choose from. Details about each Configu-
ration setting are described in the following pages.

Working From the Configuration Menu

The Configuration (CONFIG) menu allows you to change various analyzer and 
application parameters.

To change Configuration parameters:

1. From the HOME screen, press the Enter key to view the Menu screen. The 
menu items ALARM and CONFIG are displayed. The default selection is 
ALARM.

2. Press the Up or Down arrow key to select CONFIG and press Enter to view 
the CONFIG menu. The first two sub-menu items (Clock and Units) are 
displayed.

Figure 3-6. 
Configuration menu.

        CONFIG

(       CLOCK        )
        UNITS  
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Changing the Analyzer Clock Settings

This option is used to view or set the analyzer’s internal clock, which is used to 
timestamp system Alarms and Data Log events.

1. From the CONFIG menu, use the Up or Down arrow keys to select Clock. 
Press Enter to view the Clock sub-menu parameters.

Figure 3-7.1. 
Clock Settings sub-menu.

        CLOCK

(         YEAR       )
         MONTH  

2. Use the Up/Down arrow keys to view the list of Clock parameters: 
Year, Month, Day, Hour, Minute, Sec(ond).

3. Select the parameter you wish to view or change and press Enter to en-
able Edit mode for that parameter (you will be prompted with “NEW?  _”. 
Figure 3-7.2 illustrates the Year parameter in Edit mode. Continue below to 
review the descriptions of each Clock parameter, in the order they are seen 
when scrolling down the list.

 If you wish to only view the parameter (no changes), you can back out of 
the screen by pressing the Esc key.

Figure 3-7.2. 
Setting the Year,  
Clock Settings sub-menu.

        CLOCK
         YEAR       
          22  
NEW?  _

 The Clock parameters and how to change them include:

Year 
The Year is entered using only the last two digits. For example, to 
change the Year to ‘2022’, use the Numeric keys to enter ‘22’.

Month 
The Month is entered using one or two digits, 1–12 (‘1’ = January ...  
‘12’ = December). For example, to change the Month to ‘September’, 
use the Numeric keys to enter ‘9’.
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Day 
The Day is entered using one or two digits, 1–31. For example, to 
change the Day to ‘19’, use the Numeric keys to enter ‘19’. If you enter 
a value outside the allowed range, the message “Invalid Date/Time” is 
displayed.

Hour 
The Hour is entered using two digits, and is in the 24-hour format  
(i.e., ‘1’ = 1 a.m., and ‘19’ = 7 p.m.). For example, to change the Hour to  
‘3 p.m.’, use the Numeric keys to enter ‘15’.

Minute 
The Minute is entered using two digits, 1–60. For example, to change 
the Minute to ‘33’, use the Numeric keys to enter ‘33’.

Sec (Second) 
The Second is entered using two digits, 1–60. For example, to change 
the Second to ‘36’, use the Numeric keys to enter ‘36’.

4. After the Clock settings have been updated, you can back out of the Clock 
screen by pressing the Esc key.
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Setting the Units

The UNITS configuration screen allows you to select the Unit of measurement 
in which the analyte will be displayed. Certain analytes or measurements are 
limited to related units; therefore some units cannot be used for some ana-
lytes.

The Unit of measurement is factory-set according the sample stream 
composition provided by the customer. Changing the Unit of measure-
ment can result in erroneous measurement outputs. Some analytes 
cannot be measured using certain units. Consult with your AMETEK 
representative or AMETEK Service personnel before changing the Unit.

Figure 3-8. 
Unit Settings menu.

        UNITS

(        ppmV        )
       lb/mmscf  

To change the measurement unit:

1. From the CONFIG menu, use the Up or Down arrow keys to select Units. 
Press Enter to view the Units sub-menu.

2. Use the Up/Down arrow keys to view the list of Units (PPMV, Lb/MMscf, 
mg/Nm3, dewC, dewF, ppmW, and Percent).

 Important information about changing Units:

• Moisture measurement units include PPMV, Lb/MMscf, mg/Nm3, 
DewpointC, DewpointF.

• Concentration measurement units include PPMV, Lb/MMscf,  
mg/Nm3, DewpointC, DewpointF, ppmW, %.

• Dew Point measurement units include dewC or dewF.

• Dew Point Calculations require a Process Pressure Value. 

- For Dew Point in Centigrade, enter process pressure values in units 
of BAR absolute.

- For Dew Point in Fahrenheit, enter process pressure values in units 
of PSIA.
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3. Select the unit you wish to use and press Enter to enable Edit mode for 
that parameter (for some units, you will be prompted with “NEW?  _”).

4. After the Unit has been changed, you can back out of the Units screen by 
pressing the Esc key.

Changing the User Interface Display Contrast

The display Contrast configuration screen allows you to change the contrast of 
the display to the level that best suits the ambient lighting.

Decreasing the display contrast too much prevents the display from 
being visible; exercise caution when setting this parameter.

Figure 3-9. 
Configure Contrast screen.

        CONFIG
       CONTRAST

Press Up/Down Arrow

To change the display contrast:

1. From the CONFIG menu, use the Up or Down arrow keys to select Con-
trast. Press Enter to enable Edit mode.

2. Use the Up arrow key to increase the display contrast.

 Use the Down arrow key to decrease the display contrast.
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Changing the Backlight Time

To help extend the 5100P Analyzer's battery life, the backlight display can be 
set to turn Off automatically after a time-delay following any use of the key-
pad.

To change the display backlighting duration:

1. From the CONFIG menu, use the Up or Down arrow keys to select Back-
light Time. Press Enter to enable Edit mode. The current Backlight Time 
(seconds) is displayed and you will be prompted with “NEW?  _”.

2. Use the Numeric keys to enter the new value (in seconds). Press Enter 
to return to the CONFIG menu. Note that the duration setting must be a 
whole number (e.g., 6, 12, 15, etc.); do not use a fraction or decimal).

Important information about backlighting:

• To disable the Backlight Timer, enter a value of zero (‘0’). The display’s back-
light will remain On.

• The maximum time that can be set is 600 seconds.

Figure 3-10. 
Configure Backlight screen.

        CONFIG
   BACKLIGHT TIME
          120
NEW?  _
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Setting the Sample Log Time

The 5100P maintains an internal Data Log, which can be downloaded from the 
instrument using the 5100P Application Software (see “Communicating With 
the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer Via the 5100P Application Software” in this chapter). 
A maximum of 1440 data points can be maintained in the log. With the default 
logging interval of one (1) minute, the 5100P can internally store 24 hours of 
data. After 24 hours (1440 data points), the instrument starts to overwrite the 
oldest data points, leaving only the most recent 1440 data points maintained 
in memory. Longer data logging intervals can be set by the user.

To change the Sample Log duration:

1. From the CONFIG menu, use the Up or Down arrow keys to select Sample 
Log  Time. Press Enter to enable Edit mode. The current Sample Log Time 
(minutes) is displayed and you will be prompted with “NEW?  _”.

2. Use the Numeric keys to enter the new value (in minutes). Press Enter to 
return to the CONFIG menu. Note that the Sample Log Time interval must 
be a whole number between 1–1000 ; do not use a fraction or decimal).

Figure 3-11. 
Configure Sample Log Time 
screen.

        CONFIG
   SAMPLE LOG TIME
         1
NEW?  _
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Communicating With the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer Via the 5100P 
Application Software

The PC-based 5100P Application Software (standard with each unit) provides 
enhanced functionality over the 5100P User Interface, and can be used to 
communicate with the analyzer via a desktop or laptop computer. The PC-to-
analyzer connection is via a USB cable (Type B).

Install the Application Software prior to connecting the 5100P to your computer.

Installing the 5100P Application Software

If there are prior versions of the 5100P Application Software on your 
PC, they must be uninstalled before installing a new version.

To install the 5100P Application Software on your computer:

1. Locate the USB drive supplied with the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer and insert it 
in a USB port on the computer that will be used to connect to the 5100P.

2. Navigate to the USB drive/device and click it to open it. Save the files to a 
folder on the PC's hard drive. For example, create an AMETEK Software 
folder in the PC's C:\Temp folder and save the 5100P Application Software 
files to that folder.

3. Navigate to folder with the 5100P Application Software files, and double-
click the 5100P.exe (Application) file to start the installation.

The Set Path and Licences terms and conditions screen is displayed 
(Figure 3-12). By default the software will install the 5100P Application 
Software on your computer's C drive in the following location: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\AMETEK INC\AMETEK 5100P\

 If you wish to install the Application Software in a different folder, click the 
Browse button ( "..." ) and navigate to the desired folder. Or create a differ-
ent folder first, then click the Browse button and navigate to that folder.

The 5100P Application 
Software requires 36 MB to 
install.
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4. Review the Terms and Conditions. If you agree to the Terms and Condi-
tions, click the I agree to the Licence terms and conditions check box 
and click INSTALL to begin the installation.

5. A Status bar is displayed while the software installs. After the software 
installs, the message "AMETEK 5100P has been successfully installed." 
will appear. Click Finish to complete the installation.

An Ametek 5100P.exe icon – which can be used to start the  
software – will be saved to the PC’s desktop. If desired, you can right-
click on it and choose Pin to Start to add it to the Start menu.

Figure 3-12. 
5100P Application Software 
setup screens.
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Removing the 5100P Application Software

To remove the 5100P Application Software from your computer:

1. From the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel.

2. Double-click Programs and Features (or Add or Remove Programs).

3. Select AMETEK 5100P and click Uninstall (or Remove) to remove the 
software. The software and its desktop icon will be removed.

4. In the C:\Program Files (x86)\AMETEK INC\AMETEK 5100P\ folder, de-
lete all remaining folders and files.

Figure 3-13. 
5100P Application Software 
uninstall screens.
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Starting the 5100P Application Software and 
Establishing Communication Between the Analyzer 
and Computer

This section discusses how to start the Application Software and establish 
communications with the analyzer. Before beginning, you should have already 
installed the Application Software, as explained earlier in this chapter.

Hazardous Locations 
Do not remove the dust cap from the USB Connection Port and do not 
connect the USB cable to the 5100P in Hazardous Locations. The cable 
and connection port are intended for use only in non-hazardous or 
General Purpose areas.

To establish communication between the analyzer and computer:

1. Turn On the 5100P. The analyzer powers up and initializes.

2. Remove the Dust Cap from the USB Data Connection Port – on the Rear 
Panel of the 5100P Analyzer (see Figure 3-14) – and insert one end of the 
USB cable (Type B) into the USB Port on the 5100P.

3. Connect the other end of the USB cable into a USB port on the computer.

4. Turn On the computer and start the Application Software by clicking the 
Ametek 5100P.exe icon, located on the PC’s desktop.

 From the Start menu, locate the Ametek 5100P icon and double-click it to 
run the software and display the HOME screen.

 If the software does not start and displays the message “Can not connect 
the device, check the connection or reset the device.” click OK to close 
the message. From the Start menu, locate the Ametek 5100P icon and 
right-click on it to display a flyout menu. Choose Run as administrator. 
Enter the User Name and Password and click Yes. The 5100P Application 
Software will start, and display the HOME screen.

5. If communications between the devices are established, the analyzer will 
upload and display data on the Application Software HOME screen.

You may need to obtain 
a User Name and Password 
from your IT department.
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Closing the 5100P Application Software

After you are finished communicating with the analyzer, close the Application 
Software and disconnect the computer from the analyzer:

1. From the 5100P Application Software, click the X in the upper-right corner 
of the window.

2. The message “Exit 5100P TDLAS Windows Application?” will appear. 
Click Yes to exit, or No to continue working with the software.

3. If you are finished working with the 5100P Analyzer, press the Power On/
Off key to power down the analyzer.

4. Disconnect the USB cable from the computer and from the USB port on 
the 5100P. Replace the Dust Cap on the USB Data Connection Port On the 
Rear Panel of the 5100P Analyzer.

Figure 3-14. 
5100P USB Data Connection 
Port, dust cap on.

Battery Charger Port 
(and Dust Cap)

USB Data Connection Port 
(and Dust Cap)

Enclosure Vent
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Introduction to the 5100P Application Software

The 5100P Application Software is made up of different areas that allow you to 
view system information, navigate to other screens where you can view Alarms, 
Trend data, and Spectra data, and configure various system settings. When the 
software is first started, it defaults to the HOME screen (Figure 3-15.1).

5100P Application Software Functionality

While working in the 5100P Application Software, you can view live analyzer 
data, or configure settings of operational parameters and functions.

Top Banner 
This banner displays live Concentration information and system opera-
tional Status, and alerts you to current Alarms triggered by the system, 
which may require action to correct. The Top Banner is available on all 
software screens.

Main Menu 
The Main Menu selections, which are available from all screens, allow you 
to quickly navigate to other screens. The operations of each screen are 
described later in this chapter. The Main Menu is available on all software 
screens.

Main Data Area 
The Main Data Area can display different information, depending on the 
screen that has been selected from the Main Menu. The information dis-
played on each screen is described later in this chapter.

Figure 3-15.1. 
5100P Application Software 
layout.
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Bottom Banner 
The Bottom Banner – available on all screens except the HOME screen – 
includes additional functions and configurable parameters.

Command buttons 
These buttons allow you to initiate analyzer functions, apply configura-
tion changes that have been made, and to save Trend or Spectra data, 
Then can also be used to view or clear historical alarms, and to clear 
existing alarms. 

List boxes 
These drop-down lists allow you to choose different operational op-
tions, concentration and Dew Point options, and interval options when 
logging Trend data or saving Spectra data. 

Radio buttons 
These allow you to choose one selection from a list of available op-
tions.

Numeric/Text fields 
These allow you to configure system operational values.

Figure 3-15.3. 
Setup screen, 5100P 
Application Software layout 
example.

Command buttons

Numeric/Text field

List box

Figure 3-15.2. 
5100P Application Software 
Bottom Banner layout (example).

Radio buttons List box Command buttons
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Working From the HOME Screen

When the 5100P Application Software starts up, it defaults to the HOME screen 
(Figure 3-16), which displays live system and sampling information from the 
5100P Analyzer. The Main Menu provides access to other screens that can 
be used to view additional analyzer and system information, perform system 
functions, configure analyzer settings, view live and historical alarms and Trend 
data, and save Trend data. If any alarms are triggered by the analyzer, the Alarm 
Indicator will flash RED.

Information included on the HOME screen includes:

Cell Temperature 
Displays the current temperature (°C) of the Sample Gas in the Measuring 
Cell. The units can be changed from the Setup screen.

Laser Temperature 
Displays the current operating temperature (°C) of the 5100P's Laser.

Alarm indicator 
The Alarm indicator will flash RED if there has been an alarm condition 
that has that has been triggered by the system, but not yet been acknowl-
edged. GREY = no alarms. GREEN = acknowledged and reset.

Concentration indicator 
Displays the current Concentration readings measured by the 5100P, in the 
selected units (e.g., %, PPMV, mg/Nm3, Lb/mmscf, etc.).

Status indicator 
Displays the instrument’s operational status which, under normal oper-
ating conditions, will read "Sampling." Other status messages include 
"Disconnected" (if the 5100P stops functioning, or its USB cable becomes 
disconnected), "Searching" (when the 5100P is searching for Spectra data), 
or "Line-lock" (when the 5100P is searching for Spectra data but cannot 
find the data and continuously fail, or "hangs up").

Figure 3-16. 
HOME screen, Alarms active.
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Working From the Alarms Screen

While working from the Alarms screen, you can view current alarm messages 
that have been set by the system. Current alarms are displayed in the Main 
Data Area of the screen. Other functions are available by pressing any of the 
three (3) buttons in the Bottom Banner. To view this screen, select Alarms from 
the Main Menu.

To perform other tasks from the Alarms screen: 

Get Alarm History button 
Click this button to download and display the history of alarm messages 
from the analyzer. The message “Downloading Alarm History” appears 
while the historical alarms are being downloaded. A complete list of 
historical alarms will appear with information about each alarm (Descrip-
tion, Type, Time, Status). The latest alarm is displayed at the top of the list, 
while the oldest alarm is at the bottom of the list. Use the scroll bar to view 
older alarms. If the maximum alarm storage limit has been reached the 
system will overwrite the oldest alarm.

Figure 3-17.1. 
Current (Active) alarms, 
Alarms screen.

Get Alarm 
History

Clear 
History

Clear Alarms 
List

Figure 3-17.2. 
Historical Alarms downloaded, 
Alarms screen.
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Description 
This is the alarm name.

Type 
The alarm type can be either Warning or Fatal.

 A Warning alarm indicates the analyzer may require service and the 
data may be suspect. The analyzer can continue to operate but the 
cause of the alarm must be identified and corrected.

 A Fatal alarm indicates that a failure has been detected and the analyz-
er data is not valid. The must be corrected before continuing analyzer 
operation.

Time 
The date and time the alarm was set.

Status 
This displays whether the alarm is Current (still active) or Historical (has 
been reset).

Clear History 
Click this button to clear both the Alarms History and the Measurement 
(Trend) History on the instrument. For example, if you are moving the ana-
lyzer between measurement sites. Another example might be if the water 
vapor reading was high before Sample gas was supplied to the analyzer, 
you could clear the history of alarms.

 When you click Clear History, you will be prompted with the message 
“Are you sure you want to clear all history data (Trend and Alarms)?”. 
Click Yes to clear the complete list of all Trend and Alarms historical data 
from analyzer memory. Click No to retain the entire list of Trend and 
Alarms historical data, and to back out of this function.

Clear Alarms List 
Click this button to acknowledge (reset) the current alarm(s) without per-
manently erasing them from the 5100P memory.

 When you click Clear Alarms List, you will be prompted with the message 
“Are you sure you want to clear the alarms list?”. Click Yes to acknowl-
edge the current alarms (this resets and clears the current alarms from this 
screen). Click No if you do not wish to acknowledge the current alarms, 
and to back out of this function.

 Acknowledging (clearing) the alarms can be used to troubleshoot prob-
lems with the analyzer. For example, if an alarm that has been cleared 
recurs, this could indicate a more serious issue. In some cases, it may not 
be a significant issue, but it may be something to bring to the attention of 
AMETEK Service. See also Troubleshooting – Alarms in Chapter 4 for correc-
tive action.
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Viewing and Saving Trend Data

While working from the Trend screen, you can view live Trend data and down-
load (and save) historical Trend data from the analyzer. To view this screen, 
select Trend from the Main Menu. When you first view this screen, it will 
typically be blank, and neither the Download from 5100P nor the Real Time 
Trend radio buttons will be selected.

Viewing Live Trend Data

Collecting live Trend data requires the analyzer be connected to a 
computer. Use this function only when the computer and analyzer are 
in a non-hazardous and safe or General Purpose area.

To view a Concentration graph of live 5100P Trend data in graphical format:

1. From the Trend screen, select Real Time Trend. When you select this op-
tion, the Interval drop-down list is displayed, allowing you to select the 
interval at which the software will capture Trend data. Options include 5, 
15, 30 Seconds; 1, 5, 15, 30 Minutes; and 1 Hour.

2. From the Interval drop-down list (Figure 3-18.2), select a data collection 
interval and click Apply to save the change.

3. To start logging and saving the information, click Start Logging. The 
Save As dialog box will appear, with a default path, File name, and file 
type (Save as type).

Figure 3-18.1. 
Trend screen.
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 Navigate to the desired folder in which to save the file. You can also modify 
the name to include a location or other information, or leave it as is. A 
date (in the format YYYY_MM_DD’) will automatically be appended to the 
filename. The default file type is an Excel file (.CVS).

 Click Save to begin saving the Trend data to a file. A small dot will appear 
on the left side of the graph to indicate the first data point, and additional 
data points will be displayed as time progresses. The Start Logging button 
will change to Stop Logging (use this to stop saving concentration Trend 
data).

5. At any time, you can click Stop Logging to end the logging and record-
ing period. You will be prompted with the message “This action will stop 
logging trend data. Do you really want to continue?”. Click Yes to stop 
logging or No to continue logging.

 When you click Yes, the Excel (.CSV) file created earlier is updated and 
saved.

Figure 3-18.2. 
Trend screen, Trend data 
parameters configured.

Figure 3-18.3. 
Save As dialog box, saving 
Trend data.
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Uploading and Saving Historical Trend Data From the 5100P

To upload, view, and save historical 5100P Trend data: 

1. From the Trend screen, select Download from 5100P. When you select 
this option, all previously logged 5100P Trend data will be retrieved from 
the analyzer and plotted on the Trend screen in the 5100P Application 
Software, up to the maximum number of data points (1,440 records). Dur-
ing this time, the "Downloading Concentration Trend" progress screen 
will be displayed.

 The Units drop-down list and Pressure field are also displayed, allowing 
you to select the units and change the pressure (value) that will be dis-
played in the 5100P Trend data. Unit options include ppmV, Lb/MMscf,  
mg/Nm3, Dewpoint C, Dewpoint F, ppmW, and %.

2. To save this data to your hard drive, click Save Trend to view the Save As 
dialog box.

 Navigate to the desired folder in which to save the file, enter a File Name, 
and click Save to begin saving the historical Trend data. The default file 
type is an Excel file (.CVS).

To zoom in on a data point:

Move the cursor over a data point on the graph and click the right mouse but-
ton. A vertical line will appear. If you click and drag outward, the data entry will 
zoom in and you will be able to view more detail about that data point.

When using the Zoom 
function, press Esc to return 
to the main Trend screen.

Figure 3-18.4. 
Trend screen, downloading 
Trend data from the 5100P.
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Viewing and Saving Raw Sample Spectra

When you view the Spectra Data screen and click the Save Spectra button, 
the 5100P will begin searching for Spectra data, and the instrument’s opera-
tional Status will read "Searching." If the 5100P is searching for Spectra data 
but cannot find the data and continuously fails – "hangs up" – the operational 
Status will read "Line-lock." If this occurs, close the software and power down 
the 5100P, then restart both, establish communications between the devices, 
and check if the issues has resolved itself. If the problems continues, contact 
AMETEK Service and describe the problems you have encountered.

To view and save raw Sample gas spectra: 

1. From the Main Menu, click Spectra to view both the Reference Spectra 
and Sample Spectra channels (see Figure 3-19.1).

Figure 3-19.1. 
Spectra Data screen.

Reference Spectra 
This graph displays the known (reference) Spectra of the analyte being 
measured.

Sample Spectra 
This graph displays the live Spectra of the Sample gas (analyte) cur-
rently being measured.

2. To configure the interval at which Spectra data will be saved, select an 
interval from the Update Interval drop-down list and click Apply to save 
the setting.
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3. To begin saving the raw Sample gas Spectra Data to a file, click the Save 
Spectra button. The Save As dialog box will appear, with a default path 
and file type (Save as type). Navigate to the desired folder in which 
to save the file. Enter a descriptive filename (e.g., SampleSpectra_Site-
Name_2022-1-06) and click Save. Note that a date is not automatically 
appended to the filename. The default file type is an Excel file (.CVS).

Figure 3-19.2. 
Save As dialog box, saving 
Spectra data.

4. To stop saving Spectra Data, click the Stop Saving button.
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Configuring the 5100P Parameters From the Setup Screen

The Setup screen displays system version information and allows you to 
configure several Parameters, Alarms, Background Gas, and analyte mea-
surement Units. When you select Setup, the software will read the analyzer 
parameter values and update the information on this screen.

The System group displays firmware versions of the analyzer’s MCU and DSP 
boards, and the version of the Windows Software (5100P Application 
Software).

The Alarms group allows you to configure the upper and lower output limits 
for the Concentration alarms. These values must correspond with the Units 
Concentration Value selected.

Output High Limit 
This is the value at which a Concentration High alarm will be trig-
gered if the concentration of the analyte being measured exceeds this 
value. To change the High Limit value, click in the numerical text field 
and enter a new value. Click Set to save the change.

Output Low Limit 
This is the value at which a Concentration Low alarm will be triggered 
if the concentration of the analyte being measured falls below this 
value. To change the Low Limit value, click in the numerical text field 
and enter a new value. Click Set to save the change.

Background Gas 
Depending on the analyte being measured the background gas option(s) 
will differ. To change the background gas, choose an option from the 
drop-down list. Click Set to save the change. Refer to the accompanying 
analyte-specific Manual Supplement shipped with this manual for addi-
tional information.

Figure 3-20. 
Setup screen (Moisture analyzer 
example screen shown).
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Units
Concentration Units 

This is the measurement unit of which the analyte concentration will 
be displayed. Depending on the analyte being measured the unit op-
tions will differ. To change the unit, choose an option from the drop-
down list. The change will take effect immediately; you do not have 
to click Set to save the change. Refer to the accompanying analyte-
specific Manual Supplement shipped with this manual for additional 
information.

Some parameters on this screen will be different, depending on the 
application (e.g., Dew Point Units – see Figure 3-20 – will only be 
shown when the analyzer is measuring water vapor). For application-
specific information, refer to the Manual Supplement shipped with the 
system.

Parameters
Backlight Timer (sec) 

This is the duration (in seconds) the analyzer display’s backlight will 
remain on after the last user keypad input. To help extend the 5100P 
Analyzer's battery life, set this timer to turn Off automatically after a 
time-delay following any use of the keypad. To disable this timer, enter 
a value of zero (‘0’). The display’s backlight will remain On. The maxi-
mum duration is 600 seconds. Click Set to save any change made to 
this parameter.

Process Pressure (kPa) 
Enter the known pressure of the process gas. This will enable the Dew 
Point calculations to correspond to a specific pressure. Click Set to save 
any change made to this parameter.

The pressure values in this field are expressed in kilopascals (kPa) for 
Dew Point measurements in both Celsius and Fahrenheit. This is dif-
ferent than the process pressures entered from the User Interface (as 
described under "Setting the Units" earlier in this chapter.

Sample log interval (min) 
This is the duration (in minutes) that each sample log will be recorded. 
Click Set to save any change made to this parameter.
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Refresh button 
If changes have been made to any of the values or settings under Alarms, 
Background Gas, or Parameters but the Set button has not been 
pressed, press the Refresh button to return the settings to their original 
values or settings.

The Calibration group allows you to configure the Span Concentration and 
initiate a Span or Zero Calibration. For details about calibrating the system, 
refer to "Span or Zero Calibrating the 5100P Analyzer" in this chapter.

The Backup/Restore group allows you to save (back up) the current analyzer 
configuration settings for future use or to return modified settings to their 
original settings. You can also restore the original analyzer settings from a 
file that was previously backed up. For details about backing up or restor-
ing analyzer settings, refer to "Backing Up and Restoring 5100P Analyzer 
Settings" in this chapter.
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Span or Zero Calibrating the 5100P Analyzer

The 5100P Analyzer calibration functions are initiated from the Setup screen.

Span Calibrating the 5100P Analyzer

To perform a Span Calibration on the 5100P Analyzer:

1. From the Setup screen, enter the Span Concentration value (from the 
Span gas bottle).

2. Click the Span button. The Span Calibration will begin and the “Calibration 
is in progress" status bar is displayed below the Calibration group. Note 
that the Span and Zero buttons change to Accept span and Cancel span.

 Wait for the Concentration reading to stabilize and then click the Accept 
span button. The message “Click YES to accept this span calibration. NO 
to cancel.” will appear. To accept the Span Calibration, click Yes. To cancel 
the Span Calibration, click No; the calibration will stop and the analyzer 
will not accept the Span Calibration.

Figure 3-21.1. 
Span or Zero Calibrating the 
5100P, Setup screen.

Figure 3-21.2. 
Span Calibrating the 5100P,  
Setup screen.
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Zero Calibrating the 5100P Analyzer

To perform a Zero Calibration on the 5100P Analyzer:

1. From the Setup screen, click the Zero button. The Zero Calibration will be-
gin and the “Calibration is in progress" status bar is displayed below the 
Calibration group. Note that the Span and Zero buttons change to Accept 
zero and Cancel zero.

2. If you click the Accept zero button, the Zero Calibration will stop and the 
analyzer will accept the Zero Calibration. If you click the Cancel zero but-
ton, the Zero Calibration will stop and the analyzer will not accept the Zero 
Calibration.

Figure 3-21.3. 
Zero Calibrating the 5100P,  
Setup screen.
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Backing up and Restoring 5100P Analyzer Settings

The Backup/Restore group on the Setup screen allows you to save (back up) 
the current analyzer configuration settings for future use. You can also restore 
modified settings to their original settings from a file that contains previously 
saved parameters.

Figure 3-22. 
Backup and Restore 5100P 
configuration settings,  
Setup screen.

To save analyzer configuration settings:

1. Click Backup. The message "Do you want to backup analyzer param-
eters?" will be displayed. 

2. Click Yes to save the configuration settings to a file. If the backup is suc-
cessful, the message “Backup is successful” will be displayed.

 If the backup fails, the message “Backup is not successful” will be dis-
played. Attempt to back up the files again.

To restore analyzer configuration settings:

1. Click Restore. The message "Do you want to restore saved values of 
device parameters?" will be displayed. 

2. Click Yes if you wish to restore the configuration settings, or No to cancel 
the command. If you click Yes, the message “Restore is successful” will ap-
pear.
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Under normal operation, the AMETEK 5100P Analyzer will deliver many years 
of maintenance-free operation.

Most instances of maintenance can be prevented by ensuring that a clean 
Sample gas stream (i.e., free of aerosols and particulate material) is provided 
to the analyzer. Because of this, it is important to use the Sample Panel pro-
vided with the analyzer and properly inspect and replace the Filter Elements 
at regular intervals. This will prevent any liquids and particulate matter from 
entering the instrument. When not connected to sample lines and vents, the 
inlet and outlet connections of the 5100P and Sample Panel should be capped 
to prevent particulates from entering the Sample Panel or the analyzer.

The sample containment system must be checked for leaks after per-
forming any service work or maintenance on either the instrument or 
Sample Panel.
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Aftermarket Excellence and Long-Term Commitment to 
Safety and Quality

Safety is a core value at AMETEK Process Instruments and is our primary 
consideration in every decision. We believe all accidents, injuries, and occupa-
tional illnesses are preventable. We adhere to the highest design and safety 
standards with a full understanding of the process and site installation so that 
our customers, channel partners, employees, and communities are safe from 
potential hazards. AMETEK Process Instruments designs, tests, and selects 
components that are meant to work safely and properly together. Sourcing 
substitute parts from unauthorized dealers carries significant risk, especially in 
safety sensitive environments.

We understand the importance of maintaining your budget and keeping costs 
low. At AMETEK Process Instruments, we pride ourselves in the value we add 
to your organization by providing you with Best in Class analyzers, genuine 
parts, engineered solutions, and World Class global support that provide valu-
able OPEX cost savings by maximizing uptime. Safety incidents, unplanned 
releases, unplanned down situations, and running analyzers to failure come at 
a much higher cost.

Our customer commitment continues well beyond the start-up and com-
missioning of analyzers. Together with our channel partners, WE ARE ONE 
Aftermarket team of factory-trained personnel here to support our customers’ 
needs globally, onsite, or remotely with virtual tools – for the entire product 
lifecycle. Moreover, we offer a wide variety of customizable services and ser-
vice plans to meet their needs.

From pre-commissioning to end-user handoff, service training, pre-RATA 
checks, turnaround support, in-house repair, expedited support, web-to-case 
support, and extended remote support sessions we are here to support. Please 
contact us if you need help identifying your local channel partner for support.

Our Aftermarket team also offers consultative service plans which are fully cus-
tomized for the process needs of the individual site. Service plans establish a 
preventative maintenance routine and/or training program that is designed to 
deliver optimal results by maximizing analyzer uptime and controlling mainte-
nance costs. We are fully committed to being our customers’ preferred partner 
in helping them achieve their goals.
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Requesting Technical Support

To request service support, a call back, or product information we encour-
age you to use our Web-to-Case online tool, so we are instantly aware of your 
request no matter the time zone or day of the week. To do this, follow the link 
below.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/requestsupport

Requesting Authorization to Return Equipment

Before returning equipment for repair, please obtain a Return Material Authori-
zation. To do this, follow the link below or click the Return Authorization link 
on our main Customer Support page. Complete the form and click Submit.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/return-authorization

Requesting Analyzer Training

To request training, visit our main Customer Support page and choose Ana-
lyzer Training and then Analyzer Training Form, or follow the link below.

https://www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/analyzer-training/requestform
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Spare Parts List

”Figure No.” in the Spare Parts Lists refers to Figure numbers in this 
manual that show the location of the part.  
 
All individual parts or kits are quantity (QTY) one (1) unless noted 
otherwise.

5100P Analyzer Spare Parts

This section lists spare parts for the 5100P Analyzer if parts become damaged 
and need to be replaced.

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

Analyzer

Fuse 25896JE —

Fiber Panel Protection Cover 7001-536-KE —

Sealing Washers for Inlet/Outlet Fittings 31765JE —

Inlet/Outlet Compression Fitting 33354JE —

Cell Inlet Tubing, with Fitting Nuts and Ferrules 7002-428-TE —

Cell Outlet Tubing, with Fitting Nuts and Ferrules 7002-429-TE —

Dust Cap (for Charger and USB Port) 7002-430-TE 2-1

Enclosure Vent 39124JE 2-1

Handle with Grip and End Caps 7001-876-TE 1-1

Sample Panel

Filter O-ring (Qty: 1) 42892JE —

Filter Membrane Kit (Package of 5) 42891JE —

Filter Assembly 39125JE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Inlet Valve 3000-685-JE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Pressure Regulator 3000-684-JE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Pressure Gauge 37018JE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Flow Meter 7001-910-KE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Drain Valve 36113JE 2-2.1, 2-2.2

Sample Panel-to-Analyzer Connecting Tube 7001-879-SE 2-1
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Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

Accessories

Battery Charger 7001-874-SE —

International (Outlet) Plug Adaptor 1001-089-JE —

Shoulder Carrying Strap 3000-683-JE —

USB Cable (External) 1000-122-JE —

Shipping Case 3000-763-JE —

5100P TDLAS Analyzer User Manual (Hard Copy) 9000-246-VE —

5100P Quick Reference Card c/w 5100P Menu Map 9000-276-VE —
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Safely Powering Down the 5100P Analyzer to Perform 
Maintenance

For certain maintenance procedures, the analyzer must be powered down.

Before powering down the analyzer read and follow the Warnings and 
Cautions under “Safety Considerations,” earlier in this chapter, and 
under “Personnel and Equipment Safety Information” following the 
Table of Contents near the beginning of this manual.

Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for flammable 
gases. If an explosive gas atmosphere is present, do not disconnect 
power from the analyzer or any alternate power sources that supply 
power to the analyzer components. Proceed only when the area is 
found to be safe.

Before performing maintenance on the 5100P Analyzer, power down the ana-
lyzer by pressing the Power On/Off button on the front panel.

If process gas and vent lines are connected, disconnect the lines and replace 
the caps on the Sample Panel connections to prevent unwanted ambient 
items like dust and water from entering the analyzer sample path.
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Maintenance

Under normal operating conditions, the Sample Panel requires very little main-
tenance. This section describes the maintenance required to keep the 5100P 
Analyzer operating at peak efficiency.

Safety Considerations

Before working on the analyzer, read the entire procedure you will 
be performing to learn how to safely perform maintenance on and 
troubleshoot the analyzer / product.

Before performing any maintenance, service, or troubleshooting on 
the analyzer, review and follow all safety information under “Person-
nel and Equipment Safety Information” following the Table of Con-
tents near the beginning of this manual. This information describes 
procedures to follow to avoid personal injury and/or damage to the 
equipment. All regulatory agency and personnel safety proce-
dures for your jurisdiction must be followed. 
 
Personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the operation of the 
analyzer / product before performing the maintenance and trouble-
shooting procedures described in this section.
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Cleaning and Replacing Parts

”PN” in the following procedure(s) refers to AMETEK Part Number.

Systems With an AMETEK-Supplied Sample Panel

The Filter (membrane separator), which is located on the AMETEK Sample 
Panel, protects the analytical system (Sample Cell, Flow Meter, etc.) from con-
tamination by dirt, dust, and liquids that can be present in the process stream. 
Because process stream contaminants can vary from stream to stream there is 
no single replacement interval that is right for all applications and installations. 
AMETEK recommends that you inspect the Filter Membrane frequently (e.g., 
weekly) for new installations, to determine how long it typically takes for the 
Filter to become dirty. If the Filter remains clean for extended periods of time, 
the Filter can be checked less frequently, if preferred.

Figure 4-1.  
5100P Analyzer with AMETEK-
supplied Sample Conditioning 
Panel (Standard 250 PSIG 
version shown).
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To check and replace the Filter Membrane: 

1. Disconnect all process gas and vent connections from the analyzer and 
completely depressurize the Filter Assembly.

2. Turn Off the analyzer power.

3. Remove the knurled Filter Cap from the Filter Assembly by hand, and set it 
aside. The cap should not require a wrench to unscrew it.

 The Filter Membrane is mounted to the inside of the cap with the o-ring.
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4. Inspect the Filter Assembly: 

 If the Filter appears to be clean, skip the remainder of this procedure, 
replace the Filter Cap, and prepare the 5100P Analyzer for operation.

 If the Filter is dirty or damaged, you will need to replace it. To remove the 
Filter, first remove the o-ring that is installed in the o-ring groove on the 
outer edge of the cap. This o-ring secures the Filter in place and seals the 
Filter Cap to the Filter Body assembly. After the o-ring has been removed, 
remove the Filter.

If it is difficult to remove the o-ring and Filter Membrane, use an o-ring 
removal tool or a small tool with a blunt tip (e.g., toothpick) to remove 
the o-ring. Take care not to scratch the outer o-ring groove.

 If the o-ring is not damaged, it can be reused. Set it aside until it is ready to 
be replaced.

5. Use a soft, clean cloth to remove any liquids or particulates present in the 
Filter Body assembly.

6. Obtain one new Filter Membrane (see below for PNs) and one new o-ring 
(PN 42892JE) if it needs to be replaced.

The Filter Membrane is delicate – handle it with care.

 Install one new Filter Membrane in the Filter Body: 
Standard Sample Panel – Filter PN 42891JE, package of five). 
or  
Low Temperature Sample Panel – Filter PN 39126JE, package of five).

Some Filter Membrane replacement kits include a new o-ring, but 
some do not. If your replacement Filter Membrane does not include an 
o-ring, you will have to re-use the original one. In this case, clean off 
any contaminants before replacing the o-ring. 
 
If the new Filter Membrane is a Type 7, place the smooth side up, not 
against the Filter Cap. The rough side (Membrane backing) should rest 
against the support.
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 To install the o-ring (new or original), lay it on the Membrane and center 
it over its o-ring groove. Using your thumb or finger, gently push one side 
into its o-ring groove, then repeat on the opposite side. Continue to press 
down the o-ring into its groove, alternating sides until the o-ring is seated 
and the Filter Membrane is secure in the Filter Cap. 

 Finally, turn the Filter Cap over and press it downward on a clean, flat sur-
face to evenly seat the o-ring in its groove.

7. Replace the Filter Cap on the Filter Membrane and hand-tighten it. Do not 
use a wrench to tighten it.

Systems Without an AMETEK Sample Panel

5100P Analyzers that will be used in ATEX/IECEx Zone 2 areas must 
have an AMETEK-supplied Sample Conditioning Panel.

If you are operating the 5100P Analyzer without an AMETEK-supplied Sample 
Conditioning Panel, precautions must be taken to remove liquid and solid par-
ticulates from the Sample gas, to ensure analyzer performance and accuracy.

Failure to provide a properly conditioned Sample gas can result in 
physical damage to the 5100P and may also result in incorrect analyte 
concentration measurements. Refer to “No Sample Panel” in Chapter 2 
for more information.

This can be accomplished by using appropriate filters (supplied by Customer). 
AMETEK recommends using a 2-micron particulate filter and a filter membrane 
capable of removing any liquids, including droplets, or other contaminants in 
the sample stream. For new installations, the filters must be checked frequent-
ly (e.g., weekly) to determine how long it typically takes for the filter to become 
dirty. If the filter remains clean for extended periods of time, the filter can be 
checked less frequently, if preferred.
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Troubleshooting – Alarms

This section lists the Alarm messages that can be triggered by the system, to 
alert you to potential or impending problems with the analyzer. Descriptions 
of the Alarms, along with possible trigger conditions, and corrective action to 
take to correct the Alarm, are also included. Alarm messages are displayed on 
the 5100P User Interface (Alarms screen) and, when working on the 5100P us-
ing the 5100P Application Software connected to a computer (Alarms screen). 
The 5100P maintains a history of alarms, which can be viewed on the 5100P 
Application Software.

Alarm Condition / Description / Corrective Action Alarm Type

Concentration Hi (User Interface) 
Concentration High (5100P Application Software)

The measured concentration of the analyte in the Sample gas exceeds the user-defined alarm 
limit.

IMPORTANT:  
Alarm-limit values correspond to the output concentration units that have been 
selected.

Corrective Action:

From the User Interface:

• View the Alarm Concentration screen and edit the Hi Limit value. Refer to “Editing Alarm 
Concentration Low/High Setpoints“ in Chapter 3 for information on how to change this 
value. 

From the 5100P Application Software: 

• View the Settings screen and edit the Alarms Output High Limit value. Refer to “Configur-
ing the 5100P Parameters From the Setup Screen“ in Chapter 3 for information on how to 
change this value.

Warning

Concentration Lo (User Interface) 
Concentration Low (5100P Application Software)

The measured concentration of the analyte in the Sample gas is below the user-defined alarm 
limit. 

IMPORTANT: 
Alarm-limit values correspond to the output concentration units that have been 
selected. 

Corrective Action:

From the User Interface:

• View the Alarm Concentration screen and edit the Lo Limit value. Refer to “Editing Alarm 
Concentration Low/High Setpoints“ in Chapter 3 for information on how to change this 
value. 

From the 5100P Application Software: 

• View the Settings screen and edit the Alarms Output Low Limit value. Refer to “Configur-
ing the 5100P Parameters From the Setup Screen“ in Chapter 3 for information on how to 
change this value.

Warning
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Alarm Condition / Description / Corrective Action Alarm Type

TEC Temp Hi (User Interface) 
TEC Temperature High (5100P Application Software)

The temperature of the laser exceeds the factory-set tolerance band. This alarm is active if the 
ambient temperature for the analyzer exceeds the rated 50 °C (122.0 °F) or if there is a prob-
lem with the analyzer’s laser temperature-control circuit.

IMPORTANT:  
The factory-set tolerance band varies from analyzer to analyzer as the exact operating 
temperature of the lasers varies. Do not assume the tolerance band for every 5100P is 
exactly the same.

Corrective Action:

• Confirm local ambient and Sample gas temperatures are less than 50 °C (122.0 °F). Protect 
the 5100P Analyzer from direct sunlight and/or operate it only when ambient temperatures 
are within the defined range of -20 °C to +50 °C (-4 °F to 122.0 °F). If sample temperatures 
are consistently near or greater than 50 °C (122.0 °F), efforts should be made to cool the 
sample before it is analyzed in the 5100P. 

• It is also common to see this error message displayed during the analyzer startup sequence, 
when the analyzer initializes the laser temperature-control circuit by starting at the high 
end of its allowed temperature range. If the analyzer has been powered up for 3–5 minutes 
and local ambient and sample temperatures are not changing significantly, the alarm 
should not persist. If the alarm message appears repeatedly, contact AMETEK Service and 
Support for assistance.

Warning

TEC Temp Lo (User Interface) 
TEC Temperature Low (5100P Application Software)

The temperature of the laser drops below the factory-set tolerance band. This alarm is active 
if the ambient temperature for the analyzer exceeds the rated -20 °C (-4.0 °F) or if there is a 
problem with the analyzer’s laser temperature-control circuit. This alarm may occur during the 
analyzer startup sequence, but can be reset after the analyzer has reached normal operating 
temperature.

IMPORTANT: 
The factory-set tolerance band varies from analyzer to analyzer as the exact operating 
temperature of the lasers varies. Do not assume the tolerance band for every 5100P is 
exactly the same.

Corrective Action:

• Confirm local ambient and Sample gas temperatures are greater than -20 °C (-4.0 °F). Pro-
tect the 5100P Analyzer from extreme cold and/or operate it only when ambient tempera-
tures are within the defined range of -20 °C to +50 °C (-4 °F to 122.0 °F). If sample tempera-
tures are consistently below -20 °C (-4.0 °F), efforts should be made to warm the sample 
before it is analyzed in the 5100P.

• It is also common to see this error message displayed during the analyzer startup sequence, 
when the analyzer initializes the laser temperature-control circuit by starting at the high 
end of its allowed temperature range. If the analyzer has been powered up for 3–5 minutes 
and local ambient and sample temperatures are not changing significantly, the alarm 
should not persist.  If the alarm message appears repeatedly, please AMETEK Service and 
Support for assistance.

Warning
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Alarm Condition / Description / Corrective Action Alarm Type

Cell Temp Hi (User Interface) 
Cell Temperature High (5100P Application Software)

The temperature of the Measuring Cell exceeds the allowed operating range for the analyzer. 
This condition exists when the analyzer is used in ambient temperatures that exceed the rated 
range of 50 °C (122.0 °F) or if the temperature of the Sample gas supplied to the analyzer 
exceeds the rated value.

Corrective Action:

• Protect the 5100P Analyzer from direct sunlight and/or operate it only when ambient 
temperatures are within the defined range of -20 °C to +50 °C (-4 °F to 122.0 °F). If sample 
temperatures are consistently near or greater than 50 °C (122.0 °F), efforts should be made 
to cool the sample before it is analyzed in the 5100P. 

Warning

Cell Temp Lo (User Interface) 
Cell Temperature Low (5100P Application Software)

The temperature of the Measuring Cell drops below the allowed operating range for the ana-
lyzer. This condition exists when the instrument is used in ambient temperatures that exceed 
the rated range of -20 °C (-4.0 °F), or if the temperature of the Sample gas supplied to the 
analyzer is below the rated value.

Corrective Action:

• Protect the 5100P Analyzer from extreme cold and/or operate it only when ambient 
temperatures are within the defined range of -20 °C to +50 °C (-4 °F to 122.0 °F). If sample 
temperatures are consistently below -20 °C (-4.0 °F), efforts should be made to warm the 
sample before it is analyzed in the 5100P.

Warning

System Fault (User Interface and 5100P Application Software)

The 5100P has detected a failure in the Detector electronics.

Corrective Action:

Take appropriate safety precautions, and:

• Turn Off the power to the analyzer. Restart the 5100P. If the alarm message appears repeat-
edly, contact AMETEK Service and Support for assistance.

Fatal

Data Invalid (User Interface and 5100P Application Software)

The 5100P is unable to lock on the absorption line. Values are invalid. This alarm can occur 
during startup or if the analyzer is exposed to a sudden change in the ambient temperature. 
The analyzer should re-establish and verify line-lock within a few moments and return to 
normal operation.

Corrective Action:

• If the analyzer has been powered up for 3–5 minutes and local environmental and sample 
temperatures are not changing significantly, the alarm should not persist. If the alarm mes-
sage appears repeatedly, contact AMETEK Service and Support for assistance.

Fatal
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Alarm Condition / Description / Corrective Action Alarm Type

Battery Lo (User Interface) 
Battery Low (5100P Application Software)

The 5100P’s internal battery needs to be charged. There is approximately 5–10 minutes of 
analyzer run-time before it will power itself down completely. Typically, a minimum of eight 
(8) hours of charging (or overnight, if possible) should provide 8-plus hours of continuous 
analyzer use.

Corrective Action:

Take appropriate safety precautions, and:

• Using the supplied Battery Charger, charge the analyzer in an approved and safe location 
prior to use. If the analyzer Low Battery alarm persists after charging, contact AMETEK Ser-
vice and Support for assistance.

Warning

Clipping Spectra (5100P Application Software)

The 5100P’s Sample and/or Reference Detector voltage exceeds expected range.

Corrective Action:

Contact AMETEK Service and Support for assistance.

Warning

Low Signal (Power) (5100P Application Software)

The 5100P the signal from the Optical Cell is too low.

Corrective Action:

Contact AMETEK Service and Support for assistance.

Warning

Calibration Invalid (5100P Application Software)

The factory calibration has become corrupted and the results are no longer valid.

Corrective Action:

Contact AMETEK Service and Support for assistance.

Fatal
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Specifications

Specifications included in this chapter are standard for the 5100P 
Analyzer in most applications, but they do not include information 
directly related to specific analytes and stream compositions. For 
analyte-specific information, refer to the 5100P TDLAS Analyzer 
Manual Supplement for your application (in the Documentation 
Package folder shipped with the 5100P).

5100P Analyzer Specifications

Specification

Principle of Operation Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS)

Laser Wavelengths Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Speed of Response Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Range Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Accuracy Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Repeatability Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Limit of Detection Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Sample Gas Application-specific, refer to Analyte-Specific Manual Supple-
ment.

Inputs Onboard User Interface with 19-key keypad  
(includes Power On/Off key).

Outputs • 20-character by 4-line LCD display with white LED backlight

• 5100P Application Software

Battery Type / Life • Rechargeable Sealed Lead Acid Battery

• A minimum of eight (8) hours of operation at room tempera-
ture with the backlight turned Off. Operation at temperature 
extremes will decrease the run time on the battery.
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Specification

Inlet Pressure Range for 
Sample Panel

There are three Sample Panel options available  
(application-specific):

Standard Sample Panel 
1.03–17.2 BARG (15–250 PSIG) 

Low Pressure Sample Panel 
0.06–1.03 BARG (1–15 PSIG)

No Sample Panel 
0.06–0.7 BARG (1–10 PSIG)

Sample (Measuring) Cell 
Pressure

Atmospheric

Sample Gas Temperature -20 to +50 °C (-4 to 122 °F)

Sample Flow Rate 1–2 SLPM (2–4 SCFH), recommended

Sample Wetted Parts 304 Stainless Steel, 316 Stainless Steel, SiO2 glass, EPDM

Environmental Ratings Ambient Temperature: -20 to +50 °C (-4 to 122 °F)
Maximum Altitude: 2000 meters
Relative Humidity (ambient): 0–90 %, non-condensing

Pollution Degree: 2
Overvoltage Category: I
Ingress Rating: IP65
RoHS Compliant

Power Requirements* Battery Charger Input: 100–250 VAC 
   50–60 Hz 
   0.5 Amp 
Battery Charger Output: 7.35 VDC; 2 Amps

*Use only the AMETEK provided Battery Charger, PN 7001-874-SE

Physical Dimensions Width: 25.1 cm (9.9")
Height: 20.9 cm (8.2")
Length: 40.1 mm (15.8")
Weight: 13.2 kg (29.1 lb)
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Approvals and Certifications

5100P Analyzer Directives and Standards

IECEx Certificate No.: IECEx ETL 19.0060X
Marking: Ex nA ic op pr IIC T3 Gc

Using the following standards: 
IEC 60079-0:2011 Ed. 6.0 
IEC 60079-11:2011 Ed. 6.0 
IEC 60079-15:2010 Ed. 4

ATEX Certificate No.: ITS19ATEX25194X
Marking: II 3 G  Ex nA ic op pr IIC T3 Gc 

-20 °C ≤ Tamb ≤ +50 °C

Directive 2014/34/EU using the following standards: 
EN 60079-0:2012+A11:2013 
EN 60079-11:2012 
EN 60079-15:2010 
EN 60079-28:2007

NEC/CEC Class I and II, Division 2, and  
Class III, Divisions 1 and 2 
Groups A,B,C,D; T3; -20 °C ≤ Tamb ≤+50 °C

Using the following standards: 
UL 121201:2017 Ed.9 
CSA C22.2 No. 213:2017 Ed.3
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